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Background/Introduction 
 
The past year to 18 months has been difficult for all Doctors as we are all aware. This has led 
to postponement of appraisals for some without any penalty and others have continued to be 
appraised. Revalidation by the GMC was effectively put on hold and some Doctors have had 
their revalidation dates deferred for up to a year without any issue or penalty, but others have 
continued to want to have their revalidation completed at the original date.  
 
Currently: 16 appraisers and recently upgraded Dr Harriet Collins to a reviewer  
 
Currently: approximately 90 appraisees  
 
I would like to ask Council about including Associate Members & Diplomates in our appraisal 
process. As Suitable Person (aka RO), I am relatively frequently asked if I can act as SP for 
certain Doctors who now work in portfolio careers in SEM Practice but who are not on the 
Specialist Register but do not work at all in the NHS but do work P/T or F/T in SEM practice 
as they have Diplomas or MSc’s from Universities around the UK. These Doctors do not have 
a designated body therefore do not have access to an RO/SP.  
 
At present I am only allowed to act as SP for Fellows or Members of FSEM UK and I have to 
refuse these Doctors’ requests.  
 
I think we could change the arrangements with the GMC to allow me to accept Diplomates 
who have passed the new MSK Diploma or Associate Members (Who could be SEM 
interested Doctors who have Diplomas or MSc’s as mentioned above) for revalidation 
purposes. I have the flexibility and availability to take on any additional workload.   
 
To my mind this would lead to increased membership of the Faculty, albeit at the lower level 
than Member or Fellow and therefore would not detract from the hard work & qualifications of 
the current Members who have passed the Membership Examination on their way to becoming 
SEM Specialists.  
 
This would lead to additional income to the Faculty from Associate & Diplomate Members as 
well as income from additional Appraisals. It is obviously difficult to predict numbers or demand 
and it may require additional Appraisers to be trained and brought onboard to cope with this.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
Action Requested:  
 
Council to discuss/debate the possibility of Diplomate / Associate Membership and if 
accepted, to decide on possibility of Appraisal & Revalidation services for these additional 
Members through the FSEM Appraisal Committee.  
 
  
 

 
 
Action Taken: 
 
Await result of discussion by Council  
 
 

 


